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SUPPORT "HEALTHY SAFE HOMECOMING WITH SOEs" PROGRAM PETROKIMIA GRESIK
DELIVER FIVE FREE BUS FOR HOMECOMING
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Ahead of Eid 2022/1443 H, Petrokimia Gresik, the Agroindustry Solutions company, a
member of the Pupuk Indonesia holding, dispatched five free homecoming buses for
employees and their families, Friday (29/3). This activity is an assignment from Pupuk
Indonesia in the "Healthy Safe Homecoming with SOEs" program initiated by the Ministry of
SOE of the Republic of Indonesia (RI).

The five buses with a total of 271 passengers departed from the Petrokimia Gresik Sports
Facility (SOR) Building, Gresik, East Java to five destinations, namely Probolinggo Jember (59
passengers); Malang-Blitar (59 passengers); Kediri-Tulungagung (47 passengers);
Bojonegoro-Ngawi (47 passengers); and Nganjuk-Madiun (passenger).

The President Director of Petrokimia Gresik, Dwi Satriyo Annurogo emphasized that
homecoming participants must have received the advanced or booster dose of the Covid-19
vaccine so that there is a guarantee of being healthy and avoiding the risk of transmission of
Covid-19.

This homecoming is also expected to provide a sense of security because it is predicted that
this year's homecoming flow will be very high after the ban on homecoming for two years or
two Eid al-Fitr holidays due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

"This very high enthusiasm for going home has the potential to make the roads more
congested. Therefore, we invite employees and their families to go home together to reduce
the risk of accidents and traffic jams on the way," said Dwi Satriyo.

Apart from reducing the risk of accidents and traffic jams on the way, this joint homecoming
also aims to bring the company closer to the family. Where similar activities are also carried
out by all SOEs in Indonesia as part of the "Healthy Safe Homecoming with SOEs" program of
the Indonesian Ministry of SOE.

One of the homecoming participants, Eka Pratitis, Dep. Design Build admits that he is happy
to be able to go home for Eid after two years, moreover, there is a free homecoming
program from the Ministry of SOE which guarantees safety and health.

"Thank God, we were able to go home to Blitar, we were able to celebrate Eid with our
families. Going home with SOEs made us feel less anxious because all the participants had
already taken the vaccine booster," said Eka from the Petrochemical Gresik Design and Build
Department.



Meanwhile, another participant, Yeni Veronica Rosadi from Petro Graha Medika, admitted
that she went home together because it could minimize the risk of accidents and traffic jams
on the streets. It is predicted that today will start the peak of the homecoming flow.

"Homecoming with SOE makes us simpler, safer, and healthier for me, my friends, and my
family," said Yeni.

Furthermore, Dwi Satriyo reminded homecoming participants to always comply with health
protocols to prevent transmission of Covid-19. One way is to remain disciplined in wearing
masks. He hopes that the journey of "Healthy Safe Homecoming with SOEs" can run
smoothly and safely to all destinations.

“Homecoming is part of healing. After going home, everyone should be able to further boost
the company's performance. Happy homecoming, happy Eid Al-Fitr with your beloved
family," he concluded

Meanwhile, Pupuk Indonesia in "Healthy Safe Homecoming with SOEs" received a mandate
from the Ministry of SOEs to dispatch 20 buses. This task is distributed to six subsidiaries,
including Petrokimia Gresik.
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